LSGI Welcoming Day on 27 August 2015

LSGI Welcoming Day was held on 27 August 2015 (Thursday) to welcome the new cohort of undergraduate and postgraduate students. This allows the students to learn more about the Department, the academic programmes offered by the Department, and possible strategies for their studies.

Prof. Wenzhong Shi, Head of LSGI, gave a welcoming speech at the beginning to warmly welcome our freshmen to join the LSGI big family. Staff from administrative and support units, such as Library, Office of General University Requirement (OGUR) and Centre Student Advancement and Resources (STARS), introduced the service and support available to students and explained the university requirements on different level of study programmes. Representative from five professional institutions, including Chartered Institution of Civil Engineering Surveyors (ICES), The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE), The Hong Kong Institution of Engineering Surveyors (HKIES), The Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors (HKIS), Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), were invited to briefly introduce their institutions and their professions from the industrial point of view. There was a sharing session by a senior student to share her lives studying in LSGI and her strategies to balance her lives between study, work and play.

We wish the freshmen will enjoy their studies in LSGI and have fruitful outcomes.